In many classical integral domains, given two nonassociates it is possible to find a valuation on the quotient field of the domain which is nonnegative on the domain and for which the nonassociates have different values. Recent work by Griffin, Harrison, and Manis has extended valuation theory to commutative rings with identity which contain zero divisors. In this paper we investigate the separation of nonassociates by valuations for the extended valuation theory. Our main result states that if R is a ring with a von Neumann regular total quotient ring, then nonassociates can be separated by valuations if and only if there is no unit in the integral closure of R which is not a unit in R.
All rings considered will be commutative and have identity. A valuation on a ring A' is a map v from K onto a totally ordered group with oo adjoined such that v(xy) = v(x) + v(y) and v(x+y)^mm{v(x), v(y)} for all x, yeK. The elements of K at which v is nonnegative is a subring denoted by Rv and called the valuation ring of v. A subring R of A' is a valuation ring with prime ideal P of elements of positive value if and only if for any ring S such that R^S^K and prime ideal M of S with M(~)R=P we have S=R [3] .
We will restrict ourselves to considering valuations on total quotient rings. Let R be a ring, K its total quotient ring. The following definitions will be useful.
Definition.
A collection V of valuations on K separates nonassociates of R if given any two nonassociates a,beR, there exists verK such that v(a)f*v(b).
Definition. If R is a subring of a ring S, then R is close to S if every unit of S is also a unit of R.
First we restrict ourselves to regular elements. Theorem 1. Let R be a ring with total quotient ring K and let 'f be the set of all valuations on K which are nonnegative on R. Then separates regular nonassociates of R if and only if R is close to C\ {R^ve'V}.
Proof.
If R is not close to C\ {R^zV}, then there exists a unit x in fl {Rv\v£"T} which is not a unit in R. Then for all v&T, v(x)-\-v(x~1) = v(l)=0, v(x)^0, and vixr1)^. Thus if x=a\b, then v(a)=v(b) for all ve'f. However a and b are not associates since x is not a unit in R.
Conversely, if R is close to fl {Rjffl&r") and if a, b are regular elements of R with v(a)=v(b) for all vgV, then v{ajb) = v{bjd) = 0 for all v&t.
Hence ajb = u is a unit in f*| {Rv\ve^}> and so is a un't in jR. Thus a and b are associates. Separation of nonassociates by valuations on a field is completely determined by the following corollary.
Corollary.
// R is an integral domain with quotient field K, then the set of all valuations on K which are nonnegative on R separates nonassociates of R if and only if R is close to its integral closure.
If two elements differ by a nilpotent, then they cannot be separated by valuations. For let xeR be nilpotent and let a be any element of R. On the other hand, the next result gives some information about elements which cannot be separated by valuations.
Theorem 2. If a, b are elements of a ring R such that v(d)=v(b) for all valuations v which are nonnegative on R, then an=br for some integer n and some reR.
Proof.
If there were a prime ideal P of R such that aeP, b£P, then there would exist a valuation pair (S, M) with R^S, MDR=P, aeM, and b$M. Then v(a)>0 and f(^) = 0 where v is the valuation of (5, M). Hence a and b belong to precisely the same prime ideals of R. Thus a belongs to the radical of bR; hence the result.
Corollary.
If a, b are elements of a ring R such that v(a)=v(b) for all valuations v which are nonnegative on R, then either a and b are both regular or are both zero divisors.
As unsatisfactory as Theorem 2 is, the following example shows that in general it cannot be improved. Let Z denote the integers, Q the rationals, [February Zj, the integers modulo p, and Z{b) the />adic integers. Set
Then A' is its own total quotient ring. Fix a prime integer p. Let P = {(a, b,c,d)eK\ae Z(j))} and P = {(a,*, c,<0ejqae0>)Z(j))}.
Then (P, P) is a valuation pair. If *=(/>, 2, 4, 0) andy=(/>, 0, 2, 2), then x6=j6, so x and j have the same value for all valuations which are nonnegative on R. Also x2=y(p, 1, 2, 0) and y2=x(p, 2, 1, 2), but there do not exist r or s such that x=y.> or y=xr, nor do there exist units u or vv such that xn=yu or yn=xw for any integer n.
In the discussion following the corollary to Theorem 1, it was shown that x-y nilpotent means v(x) = v(y) for all valuations v which are nonnegative on R. Note that in the above example, x-y is not nilpotent.
Henceforth R will be a ring with total quotient ring K, J will be the Jacobson radical of K, and will denote the set of all valuations on K which are nonnegative on R. We are interested in determining necessary and/or sufficient conditions for "V~ to separate nonassociates of R.
A ring K is von Neumann regular if for every aeK there exists xeK such that a2x=a.
It is well known that if K is von Neumann regular then /=0, and K is a total quotient ring. An additional fact will make explicit the class of rings that will be discussed in the theorem below. Proof.
Since K is von Neumann regular, the integral closure of R is D {R^vei^} [1, Proposition 9]. Thus Theorem 1 asserts the necessity of R being close to its integral closure. Now suppose R is close to its integral closure and that for a, beR, v(a)=v(b) for all vgY'. Then from Theorem 2, an=br for some integer n and some reR. Since K is von Neumann regular there exists seK such that (ra)2s=ra and so ra(ras-1)=0.
Let P be a prime ideal of K; then either raeP and ras-\£P, or ra£P and ras-leP. Thus ra+ras-1 is a unit in K, and since b$P implies a$P and r$P, it follows that b(ras -1) eJ = 0.
Hence an+1=b(ra+ras-1) and au=b where u=an(ra+ras-1)_1.
Again because K is von Neumann regular there exists teK such that u(ut-1)=0. Since u{ut-1) = 0, we have an{ut-1)=0 and that a(ut-l)e J=0, so a(u+ut-\)=b. Arguing as above, it is clear that u+ut-1 is a unit in AT.
Let v£f; if t>(a)=u(6)< oo, then v(u+ut-1)=0.
Suppose that f(a) = u(A)=co; then v(ra+ras-l)=min{v(a(r+rs)), v(l)} = v(l) = 0 and i>(«) = tiviyi)-viya+vcis-1)= oo. Hence v(u+ut-l) = mm{v(u(l+t)),v(l)} = v(l)=0.
We have shown that v(u+ut-1) = 0 for all ee"3^*; hence u+ut-1 is a unit in 7?. This proves that a and b are associates in P.
Most of the rest of this paper is devoted to examining the strength of this theorem. First we give an example to show that the converse is not true. The method of constructing the example is due to Malcolm Griffin A ring K is said to have large Jacobson radical if prime ideals of K/J are maximal. Thus the proposition preceding Theorem 3 indicates that a total quotient ring K is von Neumann regular if and only if / is both large and zero. Examples will be given to show that neither J large nor J=0 is sufficient for the equivalence of ~f separates nonassociates of R and R is close to its integral closure.
Consider a subdirect product of fields, each of characteristic 0, which contains their direct sum. Let K be the subring generated by their direct sum and 1. Then K is a von Neumann regular ring, and so if R is any subring of K whose total quotient ring is K, then the valuations on K which are nonnegative on R separate nonassociates of R if and only if R is close to its integral closure.
The example below shows that it is essential that the fields be of characteristic 0. The example is a ring K which is a subdirect product of fields with subring R for which the valuations on K which are nonnegative on R do not separate nonassociates of R.
Let H denote the set of prime positive integers, A the positive integers, and I=HxN. This example can be modified in order to have a ring with nontrivial valuations which are not adequate to separate nonassociates. The ring R=Z®K has Q®K as a total quotient ring, where Q denotes the rational numbers. The valuations on Q®K are the extensions of the valuations on Q and K~; hence the elements (r, a) and (r, b), where reZ, are nonassociates in R having the same value for all valuations on Q®K.
In either case above J=0, so this provides the example to show that J=0 is not sufficient for the conclusion of Theorem 3.
The next result shows that under certain restrictions J=0 is necessary for the separation of nonassociates. We do not know if this is true in general. In all examples we have seen, /=0 if nonassociates are separated by valuations. Let R be a ring and express its total quotient ring K as a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible rings Kx, XeA. Suppose K contains the direct sum of the K~x. cannot be separated by valuations on K which are nonnegative on R even though R is integrally closed. Furthermore F=J and K has large Jacobson radical since P is the unique maximal ideal of K.
Our final result is a partial generalization of Theorem 3 to rings with nilpotent elements. By "V separates nonassociates of R to within a nilpotent we will mean that for a, beR such that v(d)=v(b) for all vGf", a=bu+n where u is a unit in R and neR is nilpotent.
Theorem 5. Let R be a ring whose total quotient ring has large Jacobson radical and J=N, the ideal of nilpotents of K. Then ^ separates nonassociates of R to within a nilpotent if R is close to its integral closure.
Proof.
Since K has large Jacobson radical, the integral closure of R is R* = f\{Rv\veir} [2, p. 44]. Also note that since for each v&T, J=NcRv, we have N^R*. In view of the proposition preceding Theorem 3, KjJ is a von Neumann regular ring. Furthermore since A=/, the valuations on KjJ are exactly those induced by the valuations on K; this makes R*jJ an integrally closed subring of KjJ.
Let a, beR be such that v(a) = v(b) for all vG'f, and denote the images of a, b in R*/J by a', b', respectively. Thus there exists ueR* such that
